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Abstract

Industrial robots and robotic systems have already become key com-
ponents in various industry sectors. After a new industrial robot model
is developed, robot manufactures have the responsibility to test it before
the new model hits market. In this thesis, several technologies regarding
industrial robot test are analysed, and a test environment for industrial
robots is developed.

ISO 9283 is the latest international standard for industrial robot
tests. Robot test processes and test principles are described in this
thesis. Questions and doubts about the standard are discussed. Laser
tracker is one of the most advanced measuring instruments for industrial
robot tests. The accuracy of laser tracker is essentially important for test
results. Accuracy of laser trackers is analyzed in this thesis. Coordinate
system calibration problem is discussed and solutions are shown. Two
calibration methods are applied in this thesis for connecting different
coordinate systems. Results of different calibration methods are com-
pared. In data analysis, an accuracy verification test of the laser tracker
is carried out. A data selection strategy is introduced by analysing raw
data sequences.

To verify functionalities of the test environment, an industrial robot
is tested with the test environment. Pose accuracy and pose repeata-
bility test results from the test environment are shown and analysed.
Result error sources are discussed. The example test shows that the
test environment is able to provide scientific results, which reflect robot
performance characteristics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Industrial Robot

As defined by International Organization for Standardization (ISO), an industrial
robot is an automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multipurpose manipulator
programmable in three or more axes [1]. Figure 1.1 shows an example of indus-
trial robot: ABB IRB 7600 [2]. Today, industrial robots and robotic systems have
already become key components in various industry sectors. According to IFR (In-
ternational Federation of Robotics) [3], more than 1.1 million industrial robots are
operating over the world.

Figure 1.1. Industrial robot example:ABB IRB7600 [2]

The first industrial robot ’Unimate’ was developed by George Devol and Joseph
Engelberger in the company named Unimation. It weighs two tons and was con-
trolled by a program on a magnetic drum. Two years later, the first industrial
robot was installed at GM’s production line. Soon after the first industrial robot
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

was born, different kinds of industrial robot came to market. Some of the milestones
were: in 1973, KUKA, a German company, developed the first robot that with six
axes of freedom. In the same year, ABB Robotics (formerly ASEA) introduced IRB
6 as shown in figure 1.2, the first all-electric micro-processor controlled robot that
became commercially available. In 1978, Unimation/Vicarm, USA with support
from General Motors, developed Programmable Universal Machine for Assembly
(PUMA).

Figure 1.2. ABB IRB 6 robot [2]

In recent years, huge numbers of industrial robots have been developed. Some
of them were developed for special usage, while others were developed for multi-
tasks. In 1998, ABB, Sweden, developed FlexPicker shown in figure 1.3, the world’s
fastest picking robot. In 2004, the first synchronized control system of robot was
provided by Motoman, Japan. In 2006, KUKA presented the first Light Weight
Robot, the outer structure of the robot was made of aluminum and the integrated
sensors made it ideally suitable to handling and assembly tasks. Recently, develop-
ments of machine learning technology started to influence industrial robot sector.
In 2010, FANUC’s Learning Vibration Control was introduced, which allowed the
robot to learn its vibration characteristics for higher accelerations and speeds which
reduce the cycle time of the robot motion by suppressing the vibration of the robot
arm. Today, industrial robots and robotic systems have already become the key
component of automation. It has been reported that the industrial robotic business
is approaching a mature state [4]. One trend of developments is downsizing robots
for light industrial usage such as production of small products, sealing and dispens-
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ing, quality control, and handling samples in laboratories. Another trend is lower
cost and easily programmable robots, which have lower capacity, lower speed and
most importantly, lower cost.

Figure 1.3. ABB FlexPicker robot [2]

1.2 Problem Description

After a new industrial robot model is developed, robot manufactures have the re-
sponsibility to test it before the new model hits market. For manufactures, it is
essentially important to test different industrial robots with a reliable testing envi-
ronment. However, current test results does not include test confidence information.
In this thesis, a testing environment for industrial robots is introduced. The final
goal of the thesis is to develop a functional industrial robot testing environment.
The testing environment should be able to provide results, which include test con-
fidence information.

A general industrial robot testing international standard is available. ISO 9283
[5] is the latest international standard for industrial robot test. ISO 9283 standard
defines performance criteria and related test methods for general industrial robots.
The standard assists robot users in understanding their robots, and helps robot
producers define their products. It specifies performance parameters for robots
and how these parameters shall be defined, as well as how the parameters shall
be tested. The standard describes methods for testing performance characteristics
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

such as: pose accuracy and pose repeatability, position stabilization time, position
overshoot, path accuracies, path repeatability and minimum posing time.

Figure 1.4. Laser tracker with tested robot [2]

In our case, to perform industrial robot test, a measurement instrument is
needed. Luckily, a distance measure instrument is available: a laser tracker. The
laser tracker shown in figure 1.4, is a device that can precisely measure the distance
between itself and a reflector. The reflector is mounted on the end effector of tested
robot arm. Another important character for the laser tracker is: it can not only
measure a target but also track the target. If we fix the reflector on the end effector
of a robot, with the help of the laser tracker, we will be able to record end effector
position of the robot in real time even if end effector is moving.

Apart from the ISO 9283 standard and the laser tracker, this thesis involves
several different kinds of analysis and programming tools. For example, Matlab
is used as a data analysis tool in chapter 5. Laser tracker SDK that we need to
use is available in C++ format. LabVIEW software is chosen as a programming
language. For the data communication part, a socket communication protocol is
used. As a computer science project, different data analysis algorithms are applied
in data analysis.

However, with the utilities above, several problems still need to be solved:
Firstly, since the ISO9283 standard is available, a robot test environment should

be easy to implement. However, with the growing capacity and diversity of indus-
trial robots, industrial robot test requirements are changing. In this sense, the
standard is not perfect. In section 2.1, we will review discussions about robot test-
ing methodologies and ISO 9283 standard in literature. We will also analyse the
standard itself in section 3.2.
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Secondly, the laser tracker is claimed to have a measurement accuracy of 0.015mm.
However, the measurement accuracy confidence level is not given. Measurement ac-
curacy and real time characteristics are critically important for our test result. In
section 2.2, we will review literature about measurement tools. In chapter 5, we
will verify the accuracy through our own experiments.

Thirdly, a coordinate system calibration problem needs to be solved. The laser
tracker’s measurement results are with respect to its own coordinate system, while
the industrial robot moves according to another coordinate system. Since ISO 9283
standard defines tests in the same coordinate system, this problem needs to be
solved. In section 2.3, we will analyse papers related to the coordinate system
calibration problem. In section 3.1, our selected solution for this problem will be
introduced.

At last, the data selection and analysis problems need to be solved. Raw data
are obtained from laser tracker. In order to generate final result, the raw data need
to be analyzed. The final result should then be scientifically evaluated. In chapter
5, data analysis is presented.

This thesis is divided into 7 chapters. Chapter 1 describes the background of
the thesis and problems need to be solved. Chapter 2 introduces literature research
about robot test methodologies, measurement tools, and coordinate system cali-
bration. Chapter 3 is mainly about theories of coordinate system calibration and
ISO test principles. In chapter 4, implementation details are presented. The data
analysis and data selection method are given in chapter 5. Test results and error
sources analyse are illustrated in chapter 6. The conclusions are given in the last
chapter.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

Robot manufacturers have the responsibility to inform users of the capability of
the robot. With the growing needs of industrial robots, the requirements for robot
testing are growing as well. As we introduced in section 1.2, three theory related
problems need to be solved in this thesis. Related work will be reviewed in three sec-
tions, covering robot test methodologies, measurement tools and coordinate system
calibration methods.

2.1 Robot Test Methodologies

There are many robot test methods proposed in literature that have no relation to
the ISO standard. Samah provided a general method for robot performance evalu-
ation of mixed operational degrees of freedom robot [6]. In Ken Young’s work [7],
they assessed static positioning accuracy and static positioning repeatability of an
industrial robot. However, they also concluded that measuring straightness errors
(different from path accuracy) in an industrial robot has no practical interest. Sla-
mani claimed that the bidirectional positioning performances were never mentioned
by the ISO standard [8]. The paper gives a description about backlash error mea-
surement and its effect on bidirectional repeatability. Several factors were taken
into account, such as degree of polynomial representing, tool center point (TCP)
speed, and payload. In Filip’s paper [9], instead of using a laser tracker, a vision
based monitoring method was used to perform measurements. It used a pattern
to provide feedback to a vision system. The paper did not mention the ISO stan-
dard, but it still gave review of a whole measurement methodology. Measurement
methodologies were introduced for robot repeatability testing, backlash test, drift
monitoring, encoder offset identification, and the potential usability in environment
calibration. Ahmad evaluated a flexible robot manipulator [10]. The work is based
on active vibration control schemes. There are many other papers that discuss robot
performance evaluation in different applications [11][12][13][14][15][16][17][18].

ISO standard was used in many proposed solutions. In Kim’s paper, they tested
a robot directly according to ISO9283 [19]. They explained in detail the test process.
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The performance criteria they use were: position accuracy and repeat accuracy, po-
sition overshoot and stabilization time, multi-direction position accuracy deflection,
distance accuracy and distance repeat accuracy, mini pose time. In Hu’s paper [20],
the author describs the process of developing multi-laser tracker measurement tech-
nologies. The measurement was performed according to the ISO9283 standard. A
software system was developed to control a multi-laser tracker for collaborative mea-
surements by applying a tracker-programming-interface (EMSCON). Moreover, this
paper gives a clear overview of the working principle of EMSCON system, and even
has an error rate analysis of measurements. It was concluded that collaboration of
laser trackers would significantly improve the accuracy of measurement results.

Some literature presented tests according to the ISO9283 standard, but they
also raised their own questions about this standard. Mohamed performed robot
measurements using three different types of equipment on an ABB IRB 1600 indus-
trial robot based on the ISO9283 standard [21]. It was shown that, for repeatability
test, since two of the five poses are closer to the workspace boundary, they are nat-
urally better than other poses. They claimed there is almost no information about
robot performance evaluation method except for ISO9283. However, they also found
information such as linear path repeatability and linear path accuracy might some-
times be obtained from the robot manufacturer, but which also proved to be highly
insufficient and impossible to use. Park’s paper mentioned the evaluation process
of an industrial dual-arm robot [22]. The evaluation process followed the ISO9283
standard exactly. No significant improvement was made, except for the evaluation
process. It highlights that in the ISO standard, there is nothing mentioned about
payload. In real test cases, measurement always takes the highest payload. It is
reasonable that in the test field, the highest payload should be chosen. However,
there are requirements for performance evaluation of different payloads, since users
will not always use the largest payload. In the article, a robot has two arms, while
there is nothing mentioned in ISO standard about how to measure dual-arm robot.

Based on above literature review, we find useful examples of ISO 9283 standard
applied in real application. However, we also find questions and doubts about the
standard.

2.2 Measurement Tools

There are also many papers regarding application or analysis of measurement tools.
The laser tracker is one of the most accurate measurement tools for robot applica-
tions. In Juretzko’s work [23], an example of measurements using a laser tracker
was shown. The measurement result is contributed by three factors: lateral compo-
nent, vertical component and longitudinal component. The measurement is simply
conducted between two positions, which is considered as a specific case-need test.
Ouyang’s paper studied how time and temperature affect measuring accuracy of
a laser tracker system [24]. The experiments showed that a tracker system could
work well with the highest measuring accuracy just after three hours of warm up.
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However, system will be unstable and accuracy will decrease after 10 hours of work.
In this case, they suggested that laser tracker systems should be calibrated and
compensated every 10 hours. Their experiments showed that measurement error
can reach up to 0.03 mm when the measures temperature is 30.5 degrees Celsius,
while the measurement error will be less than 0.006 mm when temperature is be-
tween 20 and 23.8 degrees Celsius. This research provided guidance for applications
of laser tracker systems. Herrmann’s paper presented experiments and results to
determine the position of industrial robots and to evaluate the synchronization of
co-operating robots using laser trackers [25]. The emphasis of laser tracker usage
here was on collaboration. Effort was given on analyzing data collected from a
laser tracker. The application was not fully introduced, but it seems that they did
not use the ISO standard, which also was an indication that the standard was not
suitable for this application. In Dabao’s paper [26], the majority of the work was
done on analysis measurement data. The interesting part was about accuracy im-
provement of laser trackers, which was a good example for later computation. The
paper conducted a step-by-step system calibration. An accurate adjustment model
was established, calibration parameters were classified into intrinsic and extrin-
sic parameters. The measurement model was improved, and an arbitrary position
laser plane intrinsic parameters calibration method was studied. Instead of a laser
tracker, in Hager’s approach [27], a stereo vision tracking system was used. The
two camera tracking systems track the robot end-effector based on visual distance
between the end-effector and visual features. The results showed that the system
was robust with accuracy of several centimeters, while compared with laser tracker,
it was still not accurate enough. Chen’s paper provides a overview of 3D optical
measurement methods including most of the robot measurement methods such as
laser trackers, stereo cameras, interferometers, time of flight cameras .etc [28]. The
paper compared different light technology, optical configurations and data process-
ing methods. Several industrial application examples were presented as well.

Based on the above literature review, useful experiences can be learned. Mean-
while, we also find research regarding factors that could influence the accuracy of
laser tracker. In order to understand the accuracy of laser tracker, our laser tracker
should be tested.

2.3 Coordinate System Calibration

The coordinate system calibration problem is about connecting different coordinate
systems. Normally, if there are two coordinate systems, one point in space will have
two different values in different coordinate systems. Two different values referring
to the same point will cause confusion. For the application of robots, it is criti-
cally important to solve this problem. The problem has been widely discussed in
literature. Fitting of 3-D point set problem is a more general model of coordinate
system calibration problem. Robot hand-eye calibration (AX=XB) problem is an-
other special model of coordinate system calibration problem. The different models
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and their solutions will be analyzed in this section.

2.3.1 Fitting of 3-D Point Set

One model of coordinate system calibration problem is about fitting a 3-D points
set from two different coordinate systems. In this subsection, the model will be
analyzed mathematically. Arun introduced a method that could solve the problem
[29]. This method separated the problem into two parts: solving least squares
solution for a rotation matrix R and a translation matrix T. The computation
of R was based on singular value decomposition (SVD) method. Computation of
T was based on difference of average center position of the two data sets. Horn
introduced a closed form solution for same problem [30]. The method proposed was
very similar as Arun’s [29]. The problem become two sub-problems: solve R and
T. The only difference was, Horn solves R using the square root of a symmetric
matrix. After our tests, we found out that this method gave the same result as
SVD method proposed by Arun [29]. Another paper from Horn solved the same
problem with a different method [31]. In this paper, a method based on quaternions
is proposed. After applying the quaternion method, the result will be given by a 4
by 4 matrix, instead of the R and T matrices. Although quaternion representation
is different from SVD, they are essentially based on the same methodology. Zhuang
solved exactly the same problem [32]. The paper used linear regression as well, but
instead of solving translation and rotation matrices, Zhuang proposed a single stage
method that computes these simultaneously. This method was more complex, while
it consumed less computational power than the two stage methods. Umeyama solved
the same problem in similar way to those mentioned above [33]. However, Umeyama
gave a more noise tolerant solution that solves the same problem when the data is
severely corrupted. The paper also gave an example in 2-D application. For severely
corrupted data, RANSAC method was mentioned a lot in literature [34]. The
method has been proved to be ideal choice in handling corrupted data. It was also
the standard method in computer vision. A more general method was introduced by
Paul [35]. In this paper, a general method of registration three dimensional shapes
(including points, curves and surfaces) was illustrated. Mathematics and experiment
results were given in detail. This paper covered more than our requirements in our
approaches, but was a reference for other general applications.

2.3.2 Robot Hand-eye Calibration (AX=XB)

In robot arm applications, the hand-eye calibration problem shares great common-
alities with our approach. Some of the robot hand-eye calibration problems also
are known as AX=XB problems, since hand-eye calibration problem needs to solve
an AX=XB form equation to achieve calibration of robot coordinate systems and
image coordinate systems. The name AX=XB was introduced by Shiu [36]. The
AX=XB problem was defined in the paper. In order to use a wrist-mounted sensor
for a robot task, the position and orientation of the sensor with respect to the robot
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wrist frame must be known. Shiu find the sensor mounting position by moving
the robot and observing the resulting motion of the sensor. This approach yields
a homogeneous transform equation of the form AX=XB, where A is the change
in the robot wrist position, B is the resulting sensor displacement, and X is the
sensor position relative to the robot wrist. Experiment results were showed also
with their own solution. The paper could be a good introduction to the field.
Zhuang introduced a new method to solve AX=XB problem [37]. Unlike other ap-
proaches, Zhuang’s algorithm solved the kinematic parameters of X in one stage.
This approach eliminated error propagation and improved noise sensitivity. The
comparative simulations showed that this solution is generally more accurate than
other two-stage solutions. In another paper one year later [38], the iterative one
stage algorithm specialized for robot hand calibration application was introduced.
Jack illustrated a quaternion based method that solves the AX=XB problem [39].
The approach was derived symbolically by singular value decomposition (SVD),
but actual implementation of SVD was not required. A Newton-Raphson itera-
tion method was introduced as well to give a unique solution. Another paper by
Zhuang focused on a special case of the problem: when robot is an x-y-z type and
the gimbal has two rotational joints [40]. Linear and iterative methods were pre-
sented, and observability issue was discussed. A different paper by Zhuang discusses
a linear solution for simultaneous identification of both robot base and robot tool
transformation [41]. This problem was a AX=YB problem. Although it was a dif-
ferent form of problem, the method principle was similar as the AX=XB problem.
In Huissoon’s paper [42], the author proposed a solution for robotic laser welding.
The calibration process of end point sensor frame and welding laser frame respect
to the robot wrist frame were introduced. The AX=XB relation also played an im-
portant role in this application. Zhao introduced a screw motions based algorithm
for robot hand-eye calibration [43]. The algorithm was based on screw motions
and quaternion. Experiment result showed the advantage of this method. In an-
other paper [44], Zhao proposed an quaternion based algorithm that uses convex
optimization without starting values for robot hand-eye calibration problem. An
experimental study showed the robustness and validity of their algorithm. Klaus
proposed a calibration method for eye-in-hand systems in order to estimate the
hand-eye and the robot-world transformations [45]. A novel metric on the group
of the rigid transformations and the corresponding error model were proposed for
nonlinear optimization.

2.3.3 Generalized Robot Hand-eye Calibration (Not AX=XB)

Many hand-eye problems do not categorize themselves as AX=XB model problems,
but are still similar as our problem. In Bennett’s work [46], an autonomous robot
hand-eye coordination was introduced. The method used stereo camera system
as feedback. Joint angle readings and camera image plane data were used. Wei
introduced a method for self-calibration of robot hand-mounted laser range finder
system by means of active motion of robot [47]. The mounting parameters of range
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finders were estimated by measuring a plane of unknown position and orientation.
Roger described a technique for computing 3-dimensional position and orientation
between a camera and the end effector of a robot manipulator [48]. This was also a
robot hand-eye calibration problem. The technique required the robot to perform
a series of planned movements with a camera mounted on the gripper.

Based on literature review above, we learn the properties of different robot hand-
eye calibration models. Since the most simple and general version of the problem is
fitting a 3-D points set from two different coordinate systems, we will try to solve
our problem with this model. Among the approaches that solve this problem, Horn
and Arun’s problem models and solutions could fit on our problem very well. We
decide to apply Horn and Arun’s solutions into our problem. More detailed theory
explanations will be introduced in section 3.1.
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Chapter 3

Theory

In this chapter, theory regarding coordinate system calibration and ISO test prin-
ciples will be introduced.

3.1 Coordinate System Calibration

With the result measured by laser tracker, the position of an industry robot can be
monitored in real-time. However, another issue arises: the robot arm and the laser
tracker ’see’ things differently.

Figure 3.1. Coordinate system calibration problem example
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From ISO9283 standard, we understand the robot test is based on measured
positions of the robot end effector. But usually, as can be seen in figure 3.1, the
robot coordinate system and laser tracker coordinate system are not the same. In
figure 3.1, when measuring the same robot end effector position in robot coordinate
system and laser tracker coordinate system, we get two different results. Some
basic tests in ISO standard do not need this calibration step, for example, pose
accuracy and pose repeatability. However, in order to perform other ISO tests, this
calibration step should be implemented. For example, in path accuracy and path
repeatability test, robot end effector needs to move according to several predefined
positions that are known by laser tracker controller. In this case, if we find a solution
that lets the laser tracker understand positions commanded by robot, data analysis
will be much easier.

3.1.1 Rigid Transformation

In computer vision or robotic applications, rigid transformation in homogeneous
coordinates often need to be found [36][49].

A rigid transformation can be viewed as the relative position and orientation
transform from one coordinate system with respect to another coordinate system.
The same point exists in two different coordinate systems, with positions in the two
coordinate systems:

P =


x
y
z
1

 (3.1)

P ′ =


x′

y′

z′

1

 (3.2)

P corresponds the point in coordinate system 1, and P’ corresponds the point in
coordinate system 2. The elements of a rigid transformation matrix M, expressed
in homogeneous coordinates are usually denoted as:

M =


nx ox ax px
ny oy ay py
nz oz az pz
0 0 0 1

 (3.3)

In the transformation matrix, the upper left three by three submatrix is often
referred as rotation matrix R, since it contains information about the orientation of
the coordinate system.
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R =

 nx ox ax
ny oy ay
nz oz az

 (3.4)

If the rotation matrix is presented as a right-hand-rule rotation of θ around axis
of [kx, ky, kz]T [49], the rotation matrix becomes:

R(k, θ) =

 kxkxversθ + cosθ kykxversθ − kzsinθ kzkxversθ + kysinθ
kxkyversθ + kzsinθ kykyversθ + cosθ kzkyversθ − kxsinθ
kxkzversθ − kysinθ kykzversθ + kzsinθ kzkzversθ + cosθ


(3.5)

where versθ = (1− cosθ),
or

R(k, θ) = eKθ (3.6)

where

K =

 0 −kz ky
kz 0 −kx
−ky kx 0

 (3.7)

The upper right one by three submatrix T is referred as translation matrix since
it contains information about translation of coordinate system.

T =

 px
py
pz

 (3.8)

With P, P’ and translation matrix above, we have the equation:
x′

y′

z′

1

 =


nx ox ax px
ny oy ay py
nz oz az pz
0 0 0 1



x
y
z
1

 (3.9)

As the above equation holds, it is only required to find M in order to compute
the rigid transform problem.

3.1.2 Linear Method
With equation 3.9, it is clear that a transformation matrix has 12 unknown values.
If enough data is obtained, the problem can be solved with linear equations.

Therefore, instead of assuming rotation and translation metrics, 12 elements
can be treated in equation 3.3 as independent parameters. Every pair of data
points from different coordinate systems contain three pairs of data values {x, x′},
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{y, y′} and {z, z′}. In order to solve 12 unknown values, four pairs of data points
are needed. For example, 4 pairs of data points are available from two coordinate
systems

p1: {x1, y1, z1}
p1’: {x′

1, y
′
1, z

′
1}

p2: {x2, y2, z2}
p2’: {x′

2, y
′
2, z

′
2}

p3: {x3, y3, z3}
p3’: {x′

3, y
′
3, z

′
3}

p4: {x4, y4, z4}
p4’: {x′

4, y
′
4, z

′
4}

The transformation matrix is computed if the following equation is solved:


x′

1 x′
2 x′

3 x′
4

y′
1 y′

2 y′
3 y′

4
z′

1 z′
2 z′

3 z′
4

1 1 1 1

 =


ax bx cx dx
ay by cy dy
az bz cz dz
0 0 0 1



x1 x2 x3 x4
y1 y2 y3 y4
z1 z2 z3 z4
1 1 1 1

 (3.10)

A problem with this approach is that equation 3.7 might not be a rotation
matrix. The rotation matrix most similar under the frobenius norm can be found
using SVD. We will explain the problem in section 3.1.3. Another problem is that
only four point pairs are used. Since linear equations are applied in this method,
even though more points of information are available, only four points will be used.

3.1.3 Linear Regression Method

As we mentioned in section 3.1.1, the transformation matrix M consists of two
parts: a rotation R and a translation T. Two step methods have been introduced
in several publications [29][32][33]. The basic idea is to solve the translation and
rotation matrix separately. We will introduce linear regression method [29][32][33]
in below subsections.

Translation Matrix T

Given two sets of 3-D points from different coordinate systems: {pi} and {p′
i}

(considered as 3× 1 matrices). The following equation holds [29]

p′
i = Rpi + T (i = 1, 2, ...., n) (3.11)

The goal of linear regression is to find the best R and T matrix in order to
minimize

Σ2 =
n∑
i=1
| p′

i − (Rpi + T ) |2 (3.12)
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3.1. COORDINATE SYSTEM CALIBRATION

It is known that if the optimal solution can be gotten for equation 3.12, the
following equation holds

p̄′ = Rp̄+ T (3.13)

Where

p̄′ = 1
n

n∑
i=1
p′
i (3.14)

p̄ = 1
n

n∑
i=1
pi (3.15)

Equations above indicate: p̄′ and Rp̄ + T are the same. In other words, point
sets {p′

i} and {Rpi + T} have the same centroid. The translation is then computed
by:

T = p̄′ −Rp̄ (3.16)

Rotation Matrix R

Let the two sets subtract the average centroid [29]

mi = pi − p̄ (3.17)

m′
i = p′

i − p̄′ (3.18)

Then the following holds

Σ2 =
n∑
i=1
| m′

i −Rmi |2 (3.19)

If we expend equation 3.19

Σ2 =
n∑
i=1

(m′
i −Rmi)t(m′

i −Rmi) (3.20)

Then

Σ2 =
n∑
i=1

(m′t
i m

′
i +mt

imi − 2m′t
i Rmi) (3.21)

In order to minimize Σ2, it can be maximized by following instead [29]

K =
n∑
i=1

m′t
i Rmi (3.22)

The equation above is equivalent to
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K = Trace

(
n∑
i=1

Rmim
′t
i

)
= Trace (RH) (3.23)

where

H =
n∑
i=1

mim
′t
i (3.24)

From Umeyama’s work [33], we understand that for any positive definite matrix
AAt and any orthonormal matrix B the following is true:

Trace
(
AAt

)
≥ Trace

(
BAAt

)
(3.25)

From SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) of H we get

H = UΣV t (3.26)

where U and V are 3×3 orthonormal matrices, which can be viewed as matrices
containing information about rotation, and Σ is a diagonal 3× 3 matrix.

Then let

X = V U t (3.27)

which leads to

XH = V U tUΣV t = V ΣV t (3.28)

The equation above is symmetrical and positive definite, when applied to equa-
tion 3.25 for any orthonormal matrix B, we can then conclude that [29]

Trace (XH) ≥ Trace (BXH) (3.29)

Here X is the rotation given by equation 3.27 and BX are all other possible
rotations. Thus maximize K = Trace (RH) in 3.23, we let:

R = X (3.30)

The matrix R needs to be orthonormal. We can check this by calculating if
det(X) = 1. If det(X) = 1, we get a usable result. If the result is -1, X is not the
solution we need, which means that data has significant noise or error. For these
special cases, other technology can be applied [34].

3.1.4 Comparison Between Solutions

The linear method is computationally simple, while it can make use of only four
point pairs. Since only four point pairs are selected, the calibration quality will
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largely rely on the selected point pairs. The results are twelve independent param-
eters. The method does not assume any rotation and translation model. For linear
regression method, we separate the problem into a translation part and a rotation
part. We could use a large number of point pairs, which benefit calibration quality.

In the result section, we will perform experiments to verify our compairson.

3.2 ISO Test Principles
As we mentioned above, in the ISO9283 standard [5], the performance criteria and
related test methods of manipulating industrial robots are defined. In this section,
we will briefly introduce and analyse parts of the ISO standard [5].

3.2.1 Test Environment

In this subsection, the test environment will be described. The ISO test happens
within a certain space called ISO cube. The ISO cube is located in the working
space and satisfies the following requirements:

• ISO cube should be located in the part of working space with the greatest
anticipated use.

• The cube should have the maximum volume allowable with the edges parallel
to the base coordinate system.

Usually, tests are performed based on five positions. The five test positions are
located in a plane (test plane) placed inside a cube (ISO cube) within the robot
working space. The test plane is the plane on which tests happen. Usually, the
test plane should be pre-defined. Therefore, it is also called selected plane. For
example, figure 3.2 shows an ISO cube. The five test positions are located on test
plane (selected plane) C1 − C2 − C7 − C8.

In figure 3.3 we can see that the wrist reference points are located on the selected
plane. Usually, we could not perform measurements on selected plane directly.
Measurements are performed on measurement plane. We can see from figure 3.3
that the measurement plane is parallel to selected plane. Five measurement points
are located on the diagonals of the measurement plane. In figure 3.4, P1, P2, P3,
P4 and P5 are the positions for the wrist reference points of the robot. P1 is the
intersection of the diagonals. It is the center of the ISO cube. The points P2, P3,
P4 and P5 are located at the diagonals with (10± 2) percent of the length from the
ends of the diagonals.

Pose characteristic tests usually are the essential part of an ISO test. The pose
characteristic tests include: pose accuracy and pose repeatability, multi-directional
pose accuracy variation, distance accuracy and distance repeatability, position sta-
bilization time, position overshoot, drift of pose characteristics, exchangeability. As
a general knowledge from industry, among these tests, the most important tests are
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Figure 3.2. Example of ISO cube

usually pose accuracy and pose repeatability tests. Thus, we will present two tests
to demonstrate our test method, pose accuracy and pose repeatability tests will be
introduced in the following subsection.

3.2.2 Pose Accuracy and Pose Repeatability

Test Conditions

Pose accuracy and pose repeatability actually have the same test conditions, but
they use different calculation methods.

The test starts from P1, the robot end effector successively moves to P5, P4, P3,
P2, P1. Each of the positions should be visited with an unidirectional approach. The
movement should be repeated 30 times. At the end of the test, for each position,
pose accuracy and pose repeatability are calculated.
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Figure 3.3. Measurement plane

Data selection

After we understand test conditions, it is important to process raw data. In chapter
5, we will solve this problem. In this subsection, we will briefly introduce data
selection principle.

As we mentioned in above section, the five positions are visited successively and
repeated 30 times. Since our laser tracker measures in a continuous mode, we will
get a data sequence as result. The data sequence includes the five positions mea-
surement results and the moving end effectors positions between them. However,
only the five positions measurement results are useful. Therefore, we need to first
remove the moving end effector positions data. Normally, our laser tracker records
100 data points in 1 second. Our robot will stop for 5 seconds in each position.
Since the measurement is repeated 30 times, for each position, we will get 15000
data points. It is crucial to select representative data from the 15000 data points.
Data selection will be further discussed in chapter 5.
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Figure 3.4. Example of test poses

Pose Accuracy

Pose accuracy reflects the deviation between commanded poses and the mean of the
attained poses when the robot is commanded to approach the commanded poses
from the same direction. Pose accuracy includes position accuracy and orientation
accuracy, but we only consider position accuracy here.

As we can see from figure 3.5, pose accuracy PAp is actually given by the dif-
ference between commanded poses (xc, yc, zc) and averaged attained poses (x̄, ȳ, z̄).
(PAx, PAy, PAz) is pose accuracy from x, y, z axis.

PAP =
√

(x̄− xc)2 + (ȳ − yc)2 + (z̄ − zc)2 (3.31)

PAx = (x̄− xc) (3.32)

PAy = (ȳ − yc) (3.33)

PAz = (z̄ − zc) (3.34)
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Figure 3.5. Pose accuracy and pose repeatability

where the average (x̄, ȳ, z̄) is given by the measurements of i-th attained poses
(xi, yi, zi).

x̄ = 1
n

n∑
i=1

xi (3.35)

ȳ = 1
n

n∑
i=1

yi (3.36)

z̄ = 1
n

n∑
i=1

zi (3.37)

In order to obtain pose accuracy, we need to collect (xi, yi, zi) (attained poses)
and (xc, yc, zc) (commanded poses) from raw data. Attained poses can be collected
by the 30 measurements. However, commanded poses are difficult to obtain. In ISO
standard, there is no solution provided. A solution is provided from industry. It
suggests one more measurement of the five positions, which is separated with the 30
measurements. In this separated measurement, the robot end effector successively
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moves to P5, P4, P3, P2 and P1. At each position, the measured value should be
recorded as commanded poses. However, this solution is not perfect, since such
measurements would not correspond to the true commanded poses. This solution
gives ground truth (commanded poses) provided by measurement system itself.
Therefore, there is no difference between commanded poses and attained poses.
Even with the same setup, we could expect very different pose accuracy results
from one trial to the next, depending on what you use as your reference point. We
believe this solution is wrong. The pose accuracy test results are useless. In chapter
6, we will prove our conclusion with test results.

Pose Repeatability

Pose repeatability introduces the closeness between the attained poses after n re-
peated visits to the same command poses in the same direction. In figure 3.5, we
can understand the value of pose repeatability is the radius of a sphere whose center
is the barycenter. Pose repeatability PRl is defined as follows:

PRl = l̄ + 3Sl (3.38)

with average deviation l̄ given by

l̄ = 1
n

n∑
i=1

li (3.39)

where li is the deviation between i-th attained poses and average attained poses,

li =
√

(x̄− xi)2 + (ȳ − yi)2 + (z̄ − zi)2 (3.40)

Here Sl represents standard deviation of li.

S
l

=

√√√√∑n
i=1

(
li − l̄

)2

n− 1 (3.41)

In order to obtain pose repeatability, we only need to collect (xi, yi, zi) (attained
poses).

3.2.3 ISO Test Analysis
As we introduced above, the pose accuracy test represents mean error between the
poses robot attained and the poses users commanded. The pose accuracy calculation
method assumes the commanded poses (xc, yc, zc) are known, while in reality, we
never get this knowledge. We only have access to sensors separated from the robot
arm, which will contain a different coordinate system compared to that at the
robot arm. In other words, we could only get measured poses, which are different
from commanded poses. As we introduced above, ISO standard does not provide
a solution, while in industry, a wrong method is applied to obtain commanded
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poses. The pose accuracy test results are useless. This is a very big problem, which
causes lots of problems and confusions. In the future, ISO standard should provide
a solution.

Pose repeatability introduces the closeness between the attained poses after
n repeating visits to the same command pose in the same direction. The ISO
standard assumes that measured positions are perfect. However, in reality, different
measurement methods and data selection methods will largely affect measurement
results. We will show this in chapter 5.

We also have doubts about the general measurement concept of ISO standard.
As we introduced, the ISO test is preformed on a test plane. However, in reality,
robot arms will not just work on this plane. In fact, robot working space could
be bigger than the ISO cube. The ISO test results will help us understand robot
performance in the ISO cube. However, in the robot working space other than the
ISO cube, robot performance information is unknown. Moreover, different ways of
selecting test plane will also affect test results. In fact, there are six different test
planes existing in one ISO cube. The ISO standard also does not define how to
select test planes.

Another problem is the test instrument. ISO 9283 mentioned nothing about
test instrument. The standard just assumes that users have perfect test instrument.
However, in reality, different test instruments will have different ways of measuring,
consequently, giving different results. At least, there should be some restrictions
on test instruments defined in ISO standard. By doing so, the test confidence level
could be ensured.
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Chapter 4

Implementation

In this chapter, several implementation issues will be briefly introduced.

4.1 Communication Interface

In order to build a software environment, a reliable interface needs to be designed
to receive data from the laser tracker. Laser trackers have the functionality that
measures the distance between itself and reflector. The laser tracker should collect
data that we need. After collecting useful data from the laser tracker, the data
should be analyzed in the software environment.

4.1.1 Laser Tracker SDK: EMSCON

The laser tracker version we are using is LEICA LTD500. LEICA provides a software
development kit (SDK) that supports communication between laser trackers and
user computers. The name of the SDK is EMSCON [50]. EMSCON supports laser
tracker control and measurement for any operating system or development language.

EMSCON General Working Principle

Figure 4.1 shows the general working principle of EMSCON. The internal control
and measurement compensation functions are well defined by the system. EMSCON
sends and receives data packages through the TCP/IP protocol with commands in
C++ (compatible with other programming language as well).

Since the system is well defined, to communicate with laser tracker, we need
to perform the following steps according to user manual: first, correct command
should be selected. Second, the data structure that will be described below should
be constructed. Third, constructed data should be sent to laser tracker. Fourth,
a receiver for data receiving should be prepared. At last, received data should be
translated and presented in a format that we prefer.
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Figure 4.1. EMSCON laser tracker programming interface

EMSCON Communication Principle

Asynchronous communication is an essential character for EMSCON. It defines data
structures that represent parameters and states from the laser tracker:

• Command Type: responsible for sending control data to the laser tracker.

• Return Type: responsible for receiving data from the laser tracker and trans-
lating received data.

• System Status Change: responsible for system status changes within laser
tracker.

Once the laser tracker receives data packages (usually commands) sent from
the computer, it will automatically reply with system status change messages. The
software will receive the message and translate it. Every sent message has a corre-
sponding receiving message. Every command in EMSCON is asynchronous. Before
the tracker sends the system status change message back, no message should be sent
and processed. System status change messages are sent in the form of indication
digits. During process time, if the laser tracker receives a new message, the laser
tracker will automatically reply with an indication digit that indicates the system
is busy.

After understanding the EMSCON SDK and its communication interface work-
ing principle, we could control the laser tracker to perform measurements we need.
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With data collected after measurement, a test software environment can be designed
accordingly.

4.2 Programming Language

This test environment can be implemented in various different programming lan-
guages. We have considered the following options:

• C++

• Matlab

• LabVIEW

Among these three options, C++ gives fastest performance, Matlab provides
best data processing and calculation support and LabVIEW is designed for data
measurement. As our system involves simultanous data transformation, measure-
ment, visualization, as well as fast measurement, it is unclear which programming
language to use.

In order to make the system extendable and easy to program, therefore, we
choose LabVIEW. LabVIEW not only provides us with an easy programmable in-
terface and rich data visualization options, but also provides an easy interface to
extend.

Figure 4.2. Example of software interface
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4.3 Implementation Work
The goal of implementation work is to build a test software environment. The
software environment should includes different sub-systems. The most important
sub-systems are as follows:

• Communication interface: as we explained in section 4.1, the communication
interface with a laser tracker is implemented. We use an event based structure
to control the asynchronous communication. Data translation processes are
also developed in this interface.

• Coordinate system calibration: in section 3.1, we introduced requirements for
coordinate system calibration and calibration methods. We implemented two
different calibration methods for the software environment.

• User interface: in figure 4.2, we could see the user interface of our software
environment. It includes basic commands for robot testing with a 3D visual-
ization method.

• Movement detector: A movement detector is developed. The movement detec-
tor will return real time results of robot movement detection. This is essential
for further implementation of the test environment.

• Pose accuracy and pose repeatability test function: we implemented a test
example to demonstrate our software environment. The pose accuracy and
pose repeatability test and data process algorithm are included. The software
interface is given in figure 4.3.

• Report function: this function allows users to print reports including test
results.
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Figure 4.3. Pose accuracy and pose repeatability test interface
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Chapter 5

Data Selection

As we introduced in chapter 3, the ISO9283 standard defines general method and
measurement processes for robot testing. However, users should select data which
will be used for computing test results. In the ISO standard, it assumes that users
are using perfect data, but normally, different data will result in major differences.
In order to obtain accurate test results, measured data need to be analyzed.

5.1 Laser Tracker Accuracy Verification
As we mentioned before, the accuracy of the laser tracker is essential for our test.
As the laser tracker user manual specified, the accuracy of 1.5 meters measurement
is 0.015 mm. Therefore, the first task of our data analysis is to investigate the
accuracy of our laser tracker.

The reflector is placed on a locked robot (which guarantees no vibration caused
by motors) during the measurement. The distance between reflector and laser
tracker is 1.5 meters. The measurement is performed in continuous mode, sepa-
ration time between two measurements is 0.01 second, and duration of the whole
investigation test is about 20 seconds.

We get around 2000 measurement points from the test. The measured points
are illustrated in figure 5.1 and 5.2. It seems normal to get a data set such as the
one in figure 5.1. However, if we rotate the set of data, observing it from another
angle, another shape of data is found in figure 5.2. This ’two pancake’ shape of
the point set is not possible if the test error is purely a result from random error.
We roughly calculated distance between the ’two pancakes’. The distance is about
0.0025 mm, which is much smaller than the suggested measurement accuracy 0.015
mm in 1.5 meter distance. We guess the ’two pancakes’ shape is because of the
mechanical measurement limit of the laser tracker angle encoder.

For the point sets we got, the standard deviations along x, y, z axes are:

• X: 0.0032mm

• Y: 0.0005mm
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Figure 5.1. Result data set in scatter plot

Figure 5.2. Another observation angle of data set in figure 5.1

• Z: 0.0038mm

The worst case standard deviation of laser tracker measurement is thus about:

• 0.005mm

In a stationary measurement, under the worse case, 99.73% of the measured data
is located within a circle with radius of 0.015 mm, 95.45% of the measured data
is located within a circle with radius of 0.01 mm, 68.27% of the measured data is
located within a circle with radius of 0.005 mm.
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5.2 Data Selection Analysis

As we mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, it is essentially important to
select data for test result computation. When the accuracy of the laser tracker
is verified in the last section, we make use of the verified result in data selection
analysis process.

In this report, we select pose accuracy and pose repeatability test as an example,
therefore, data selection and analysis will focus on these two tests. According to
the ISO standard, pose accuracy and repeatability are tested with a sequence of
end effector movements: the robot end effector successively moving to P5, P4, P3,
P2 and P1. At each position, the robot end effector will stop for 5 seconds. The
movement sequence will repeat 30 times. At the end of last movement, results will
be computed.

We performed a whole data recording in one sequence of movements. The
recorded data points are illustrated in figure 5.3 and 5.4. It could be easily ob-
served that the shape of movement record is about the same as the pose accuracy
and pose repeatability sequence movement path introduced in figure 3.4. From
the scatter plot 5.4, it can also be observed that most of the measured points are
concentrated at target positions (P1 to P5).

Figure 5.3. Sequence of movement record
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Figure 5.4. Sequence of movement record in scatters

The measurement results from positions P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 are required at
every movement sequence to compute pose accuracy and pose repeatability. There-
fore, we need to find these positions for every measured sequence. In this section, we
take the first measured position P5 as an example for analysis. If we zoom into P5
in figure 5.3, the path in figure 5.5 is observed. From figure 5.6 we understand that
the robot end effector was not stopped or moved as sharply as programmed. The
robot end effector was still vibrating at ’stop’ and ’start to move’ stages. Clearly,
we should not randomly pick points from the data sequence in figure 5.5 as selected
data to calculate test result.

Figure 5.5. Zoom into P5 from sequence of movements
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Figure 5.6. Distances between two points of data sequence near P5

In fact, the vibrations at border stages will largely affect accuracy of the test
result. Since the measurement accuracy of laser tracker is recorded, we need to
separate the measured movements caused by robot end effector vibration and laser
tracker measurement noise as clearly as possible. In other words, we need to pick
points from a sequence of data with errors mostly caused by laser tracker measure-
ment.

Therefore, we decided to find a data sequence, from which the measurement noise
situation satisfies the requirement mentioned above. This data sequence should
satisfy two requirements:

• The data sequence should have standard deviation as close to 0.005 mm as
possible, which is the standard deviation we found in section 5.1 when the
laser tracker is measuring a locked robot.

• When the robot end effector is standing still, the data sequence should not
show any significant movement other than random noise.

After the data sequence is obtained, we decide to design two control variables
for users:

• A variable that decides a time delay of measurement.

• A variable that decides the number of measured points in each selected data
sequence.

The two variables define a sub-data-sequence within the obtained data sequence.
The sub-data-sequence will be used as input data to calculate results. With the con-
fidence level information from a single measurement, we will be able to provide a
confidence level for the test results. Users should decide when to start measure-
ment and how many measured points should be considered in each sequence by
themselves.
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Figure 5.7. Scatter plot of example data sequence

Figure 5.7 is the plotted examples of selected sub-data-sequence corresponding
to measurements from one of the visited five points. The number of points in the
sequence is 180. Standard deviation for the point set is 0.006mm. We could observe
that the data sequence satisfies our requirement of being close to the accruacy of
the laser tracker.
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Result

6.1 Coordinate System Calibration
In chapter 3, we introduced two coordinate system calibration methods. The basic
analysis on the performance of the two methods is briefly introduced. In this section,
an experimental result will be analyzed concerning the two methods.

Figure 6.1. Coordinate system calibration comparison

In figure 6.1, we could observe the result of error comparison from different
coordinate system calibration methods. In this figure, the horizontal axis represents
10 test points (all 10 points are used in the ISO test). The vertical axis represents
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measurement errors, the error unit is millimeter. The measured data are collected
with robot end effector locked at each position.

We tested the two calibration methods: linear method (described in section
3.1.2) and linear regression method (described in suction 3.1.3). In the linear
method, points 1,2,3,8 are used for calibration function training. In the other
method, all ten points are used for calibration function training. For the linear
method, we got an average absolute error of 0.47 mm from the ten data points. It
can be observed that the errors are almost zero from point 1,2,3,8, since we trained
the calibration function with the same data set, while the performance rapidly be-
comes bad in the other test points. Actually, the performance of the linear method
largely depends on the location of the four training points. The closer to the train-
ing points, the smaller error will be. For the linear regression method, we got an
average absolute error of 0.46 mm from the ten data points. We basically observe
an evenly distributed error in space.

In conclusion, the linear regression method is the preferable one, since unified
and predictable errors in space are needed. This test results confirm our assumptions
in section 3.1.4. Comparing with other error sources, the error from coordinate
system calibration is considerably large. However, there is still no solution to this
problem. Although the coordinate system calibration process benefits test results
in many ways, in order to obtain accurate results, we should try to avoid involving
the coordinate system calibration step into the result calculation process.

6.2 Test Result

Figure 6.2. Industrial robot ABB IRB 2600 [2]
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To verify the test system, a pose accuracy and pose repeatability test is per-
formed. In this section, we will show our results. The tested robot is the ABB IRB
2600 shown in figure 6.2. As we understand from section 6.1, we avoid coordinate
calibration process in our pose accuracy and pose repeatability test.

6.2.1 Pose Accuracy Test Result

Figure 6.3. Pose accuracy test results

Figure 6.3 shows the test results of pose accuracy from our test system. We
repeat the pose accuracy test four times. Results from different tests are marked
with different colors. The horizontal axis represents the test positions: P1, P2, P3,
P4 and P5. The vertical axis represents the test results.

As we explained in section 3.2.3, the solution from industry assumes that com-
manded poses are obtained by performing a separate measurement. Unfortunately,
such a solution is not perfect, since such measurements would not correspond to the
true commanded poses. In essence, the ground truth (commanded poses) is given
by the measurement system itself. Even with the same setup, we could obtain very
different pose accuracy results from one trial to the next, depending on what you
use as your reference point. Our observations confirmed our assumptions. The pose
accuracy test results are random in this sense.

• Pose accuracy test results on P1: 0.011, 0.019, 0.020, 0.006

• Pose accuracy test results on P2: 0.010, 0.013, 0.021, 0.025

• Pose accuracy test results on P3: 0.019, 0.046, 0.038, 0.020
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• Pose accuracy test results on P4: 0.025, 0.024, 0.037, 0.015

• Pose accuracy test results on P5: 0.029, 0.017, 0.018, 0.023

6.2.2 Pose Repeatability Test Result

Figure 6.4. Pose repeatability test results

Figure 6.4 shows the test results of pose repeatability from our test system.
The horizontal axis represents test positions: P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5. The vertical
axis represents the measured error. The repeatability test is performed under the
condition that the measured data are collected after the selected data point which
we mentioned in section 5.2. For each position that end effector has visited, we only
take one data point to calculate measurement result.

In section 5.1 we know that our laser tracker has the measurement confidence
level of 99.73% within 0.015 mm of the measured data. For 30 times of measure-
ments, confidence level will reach 92.21% that all the measured values are located
within 0.015 mm. Therefore, for each tested position, our pose repeatability test
result has confidence level of 92.21% with errors within 0.015 mm.

• Pose repeatability test result on P1: 0.037± 0.015mm

• Pose repeatability test result on P2: 0.037± 0.015mm

• Pose repeatability test result on P3: 0.050± 0.015mm

• Pose repeatability test result on P4: 0.046± 0.015mm

• Pose repeatability test result on P5: 0.035± 0.015mm

• Confidence of test results above: 92.21%
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6.3 Error Sources Analysis
The ISO test could have several different error sources. We summarised the different
error sources below:

• Coordinate calibration error: the average coordinate calibration error from
our test points in section 6.1 is 0.46 mm. The error could be avoided if we do
not consider it into our result calculation. We could only use it when we need
to know error directions.

• Laser tracker measurement error: the error is random error with standard
deviation of 0.005mm. The error is not avoidable.

• Robot stop (start) error: we noticed in section 5.2, the robot end effector will
not move or stop sharply. This error could be avoided if we select raw data
with the approach in section 5.2.

• Motor vibration error: we could notice the error from section 5.2. We find
the smallest standard deviation to be 0.006mm when robot is standing still
but not locked, which is still bigger than the standard deviation of 0.005mm
when robot is locked. This error is not avoidable and not measurable.

• Data selection error: selected data will affect our results. We need to avoid
this error by analysing and selecting data.

6.4 Future Work
Here is a list of suggestions for future work.

• ISO standard should be renewed. This is the most important future work.
All major industrial robot manufactures follow this standard, while users are
confused or not satisfied with test results. After this thesis, author will send
suggestions to local ISO branch.

• Analyse and implement test functionalities other than pose accuracy and pose
repeatability. ISO 9283 standard defines robot tests for different performance
characteristics. There are many test functions for other performance charac-
teristics that need to be implemented in the future.

• Further analyse data error sources.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this thesis, the technologies regarding industrial robot testing are discussed. A
robot test software system is developed. A test example is performed using our test
system. Conclusions are shown as follow:

• Two coordinate system calibration methods are introduced. A performance
comparison of the different methods is given. The linear regression method is
selected as the prefered solution.

• The ISO 9283 standard is analysed. Doubts and questions about the standard
are discussed. Our test results confirm our assumption about pose accuracy
test.

• An accuracy verification study of the laser tracker is carried out. The accuracy
of our laser tracker is confirmed.

• Data for results calculations are selected from raw data sequence. The data
selection processes are introduced by analysing raw data sequences.

• A complete software system of pose accuracy and pose repeatability testing
is developed. The system includes a communication interface, coordinate
system calibration, movement detector, test function, report function, and a
user interface.

• The test results from our test system are presented, test results confidence
information is inlcuded, and possible noise sources are illustrated.

In future work, we will focus on improving the ISO standard, implementing
other test functions and error source analysis.
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